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Generalized Quadrangles and the Higman-Sims Technique 
J. A. THAS AND S. E. PAYNE 
Let [/' be a generalized quadrangle of order (5, tl. Let 0' = {Xl> ... , Xq} be a set of points of [/', 
q ;;" 2, and put bi equal to the number of points (¥- Xi) of 0' that are collinear with Xi, b = L bJ q. 
Suppose .1 = .11 + ... +.1, is a partition of some set .1 of tangent lines to 0' satisfying the 
following: f;;" 2; for 1 .;; i .;; f, each point of 0' is on (J lines in .1 i ; if X, yare non-collinear points of 0', 
then each line of .1k through X meets a line of .1k through y, 1.;; k .;; f. Then the Higman-Sims 
technique may be used to show that q - 1 - b.;; t. This result is used in certain interesting special 
cases to show that a group G of collineations of [/' acting semiregularly on a set n of points must in 
fact be regular on n. An investigation of the extremal case q -1- b = 52 is made and several 
examples are given. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This article is a sequel to [12], and many terms pertaining to generalized quadrangles 
(GO) or order (s, t) given in that work will be used without being redefined here. 
Additional general references for this material are [8, 14]. 
Let g = (~, 2, I) be a GO of order (s, t). Let A be the symmetric matrix of size 
(1 + t)(i + st) whose rows and columns are indexed by the lines of g, in which the (L, M) 
entry is 0 or 1 according as Land M are concurrent (i.e. L - M) or not (i.e. Lf- M). Then 
the minimal polynomial for A is (x + t)(x - s )(x - st2 ). If .1 =.11 + ... +.1, is a partition of 
the lines of g, let A L1 be the r x r matrix whose (i, j) entry is the average row sum of the (i, j) 
block of A indexed by .1 i x .1 j • By a theorem of Sims (d. [2, 8] for details), the eigenvalues 
of A L1 are real and lie between the smallest eigenvalue and largest eigenvalue of A. 
Moreover, if i is an eigenvector of A L1 belonging to the eigenvalue -t, then i can be 
"blown up" to an eigenvector of A belonging to -t by repeating the ith entry of i l.1 i 1 times. 
In Section II we apply this so-called Higman-Sims technique to a certain kind of line 
partition of g to obtajn the basic inequality mentioned in the abstract. Section III is 
devoted to a study of the special case of equality when t = S2. In Section IV there is 
presented the following solution to the problem that originally motivated this work: if each 
of two non-concurrent lines Lo, L1 is an axis of symmetry, and if 1 < s ,,;;; « S2, then the 
group G generated by symmetries about L o and L1 acts regularly on the s(s + 1)(( -1) 
points not incident with any line of the span sp(Lo, L1)' This result is a contribution to our 
general program of classifying GO that satisfy certain local Moufang conditions, and is 
consistent with the following conjecture. 
CONJECTURE. There is no span-symmetric GO of order (s, t) with 2 < s < « S2. 
For a complete determination of span-symmetric GO with s = ( see [9]. 
Finally, in Section V the basic inequality is used to complete part of an alternate proof of 
the theorem of Tits (d. [15, 16]) determining all finite Moufang GO that was left 
incomplete in [12], and in Section VI an application is given to translation generalized 
quadrangles (TGO). 
II. THE BASIC INEQUALITY 
Let g = (~, 2, I) be a GO of order (s, t) with pointset ~ and lineset 2, s > 1, t> 1. Let 
o S; ~ with 101 = q ;;;" 2. A line of g will be referred to as a tangent, secant, or exterior line 
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according as it is incident with exactly 1, at least 2, or no point of (J. Let.1 be a set of 
tangent lines, and .10 = 2\.1. Suppose .1 =.11 + ... +.1f is a partition of .1 satisfying the 
following: 
A1. f~2 
A2. For 1 ,;;::; i ,;;::; f, each point of (J is incident with 0 lines of .1;. 
A3. Ifx and yare non-collinearpointsof(J, then each line of .1k through x meets a line of .1k 
through y, 1 ~ k ~ f. 
Put 0; = l.1d, 0,;;::; i,;;::; f. Then the following is clear. 
qO-=o;, 1';;::;i~f, so 00=(1+t)(1+st)-qfO. (1) 
Put O;j = I{(L, M) E.1; x .1 j: L-I- M}I, 0 ~ i, j,;;::; f. For 1,;;::; i, j,;;::; f, i ¥- j, each line of.1 i meets 
e lines of .1j, so that each line of .1; misses (q -1)0 lines of .1 j • Hence 
1 ,;;::; i, j ~ f, i I: j. (2) 
Let (J = {Xl. ... , xq }, and suppose that Xi is collinear with b; points (I: Xi) of (J (neces-
sarily on secants through xJ, 1 ~ i ';;::;q. Let L be a fixed line of .1j meeting (J at 
xi(1 ,;;::; j,;;::; f, 1,;;::; i ,;;::; q). There are q -1- b; points of (J lying on lines of .1j that meet L at 
points not on (J. So L meets 0 + q - 1 - bi lines of .1j and misses qO - (0 + q - 1 - b;) = 
(q -1)(0 -1) + b; lines of .1 j • It follows that 
q q 
Oij = I O[(q -1)(0 -1) + b;) -= qO(q -1)(0 -1) + 0 I bi. 
;-1 ;-1 
Put b=I'!=1 b;/q. Then 
oulOj = (q -1)(0 -1)+b, (3) 
Since I{-o OiJ 0; = st2 , we may calculate 
0;0/0; = st2 - b - (q -1)(Of -1), 1~i,;;::;f. (4) 
Since 0;0/0; is independent of i for 1 ~ i ~ f, so is ooJ 00 = (0;0/ Oi)( oj 00). Write e = 000/00; 
a = 0;0/0;, 1 ~i~f; b = ooJoo, 1,;;::; i ,;;::;f; c = O;j/o;, 1 ~ i,j';;::;f, i I: j; d = ouloj, 1~j~f. Put 
Ad = (o;/o;)o,,;,;,j .;;.!.1t follows that 
A' = (i ,;~ (~~:)I). (5) 
where J is the f x f matrix of 1's and I is the f x f identity matrix. 
For each j, 2,;;::;j ~f, define Vj = (va, Vt, •.. , Vf)T by VI = 1, Vj = -1, Vk -= 0 otherwise. 
Then Vj is an eigenvector of A d associated with the eigenvalue d - c = b - q + 1. By the 
theorem of Sims we have the following Basic Inequality: -t';;::; b - q + 1, or 
(6) 
Moreover, if equality in (6) holds, Vj may be extended to an eigenvector of the matrix A 
(indexed by the lines of 9' as indicated in Section I) associated with the eigenvalue -t, by 
repeating V;, Oi times, 0,;;::; i ,;;::; f. 
Suppose in fact that equality does hold in (6). Then writing out the inner product of a row 
of A indexed by a line of .11 meeting (J at x; and the extension of Vj, 1 ,;;::; i ,;;::; q, 2,;;::; j ~ f, we 
find that b; = ii. 
If q = 1 + t + b, then b; = b = q - 1 - t, 1 ~ i ,;;::; q. (7) 
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The following theorem gives a general version of the setting in which the basic inequality 
is to be applied. 
THEOREM 11.1. Let f:I = (@>, 2, I) be a GO of order (s, t), 1 < s, 1 < t. Let (J and n be 
disjoint sets of points of f:I for which there is a group G of collineations of f:I satisfying the 
following: 
(i) 101;3 2; n° = n; G is not transitive on n. 
(ii) IGyl is independent of YEn. 
(iii) Each element of n is collinear with a constant number r > 0 of points of (J. 
(iv) If x - y, X E (J, YEn, and z is any point of the line xy different from x, then Z E yO. 
(v) If x, Y E (J, x ¥ y, there is a sequence x = XO, Xl. ... , Xr = Y of points of (J for which 
Xj-l i- Xj, 1,,;; i,,;; r. 
Then I (JI ,,;; 1 + t + b, where b is the average number of points (~ x) of (J collinear with a given 
point x of (J. 
PROOF. Let 9' = {Xl. ... ,xq }, and let b j be the number of points (¥ xJ of 0 collinear 
with Xj, 1 ,,;; i ,,;; q. If YEn and L is a line through y meeting (J in a point Xj, then L has s 
points of n and is tangent to (J by (i) and (iv). Let..i be the set of all tangents to (J containing 
points of n. By hypothesis G splits n into orbits nl, ... , nt, f;3 2. Put..i j equal to the set of 
tangents to (J containing points of nj , 1,,;; i,,;; f. By (iv)..i j consists of tangents each of whose 
points outside 0 is in nj • Then ..i = ..i 1 + ... +..it is a partition of ..i, and we claim that 
(0, ..il, ... , ..it) satisfies the conditions A1, A2, A3. Clearly A1 holds by (i) and A3 holds by 
(iv). 
Let x E (J and suppose..i j has OJ lines L~i), ... , L~/ incident with x. If there is a point x' E (J 
with xi- x', suppose..i j has 0; lines through x'. The OJ lines through x' meetingL~i), ... ,L~/ 
must lie in ..i j by A3, so OJ'';; 0;. Similarly, 0; ,,;; OJ, implying that OJ = 0;. Hence by (v) OJ is 
independent of x E (J. Then for any YEn, IGI = Ind .IGyl = qOjsr-1lGyl (using (iii) and (iv)), 
implying OJ = rlGI/qslGyl is independent of i. Hence A2 is satisfied. Then (6) finishes the 
proof. 
REMARK. If 101 = 1 + t + b, then (7) has an obvious consequence in the context of 
Theorem 11.1. 
III. THE EXTREMAL CASE q = 1 + S2 + b 
Throughout this section let (J be a pointset, ..i = ..i 1 + ... +..it a partitioned set of 
tangents to 0 satisfying A1, A2, and A3. Moreover, suppose that I(JI = q = 1 + S2 + b, t> 1, 
s> 1. As t,,;; S2 by Higman's inequality [3], it follows that t = S2 and b j = b for 1,,;; i,,;; q 
(with bj as in the preceding section). By [6, Theorem 3.2], b+1,,;;s+q/(1+s). So 
b+1=q- s2";;s+q/(1+s), which is equivalent to q";;(1+s)2. And of course q= 
1 +b +S2 implies q;31 +S2. Hence 
(8) 
Let L E ..ii> 1 ,,;; j ,,;; f. Let @>L be the set of points in 0, together with the points on lines of ..ij 
meeting L and the points off (J lying on at least two secant lines. The number of such points 
is v = sO + 1 + b + s (q - 1 - b) + 8, where 8 is the number of points off 0 but lying on at least 
two secants. Hence 
(9) 
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THEOREM 111.1. Suppose that [1JL is the pointset of a subquadrangle [f'. Then [f' has 
order (s, s) and one of the following three cases must occur: 
(i) q = 1 + S2, () = 1 + s, 8 = 0, b = 0, and (J is an ovoid of [f' (i.e. each line of [f' is 
incident with a unique point of (J). 
(ii) q = s (1 + s), () = s, 8 = 1, b = s - 1, and (J is the set of all points different from a given 
point x but incident with one of a set of 1 + s lines all concurrent at x. 
(iii) q = (1 + S)2, () = s -1, 8 = 0, b = 2s, and (J is the set of points on a grid. 
Moreover, each of the above cases does arise. 
PROOF. Since each point on a line of .1 j meeting L is in [1JL by definition, [f' has order 
(s, t') for some t'. Since f ~ 2, [f' must be a proper subquadrangle, so t' < t, implying t' ~ S 
(cf. [5,13]). We claim each line of .1 j is a line of [f'. Let L meet (J at Xi and suppose M E .1;. 
If Xi is on M, then M is a line of [f'. So suppose M is incident with Xt E (J, X t ¥- Xi. If Xi f- XI> 
let y be the point on M collinear with Xi. By A3 XiY E .1io and as both y and Xt belong to [f' 
so does M. So suppose Xi - XI' Each point off (J on M is collinear with--on average-
1 + (q -1-b)/ s = 1 + s points of (J. Hence some point z of M, z e (J (i.e. z ¥- Xt), is 
collinear with at least s points of (J different from XI> say fJ.-h ••• ,fJ.-S' If fJ.-h ••• ,fJ.-s are 
all collinear with Xi, then fJ.-1Xi, ••• , fJ.-sXi, XIXi would be s + 1 lines of [f' through Xi, 
giving a total of at least 1 + () + s lines of [f' through Xi, an impossibility since 
1 + () + s > 1 + s ~ 1 + t'. Hence we may suppose that fJ.-s f- Xi. Then fJ.-sZ belongs to [f' by a 
previous argument, implying ZX t = M belongs to [f'. Thus each line of .1j belongs to [f'. 
Let ME .1j and recall that the points off (J on M are collinear with--on average-1 + s 
points of (J. But no such point is collinear with more than 1 + s points of (J since t' ~ s. 
Hence each point off (J on M is collinear with exactly 1 + s points of (J, and t' = s. Hence 
I[1JLI = v = 1 + s + S2 + S3, and from (9) we have 
() = 2s + 1- (q + 8 -1)/ s. (10) 
From (8) we have q ~ 1 +S2, so that (10) implies 
()~l+s. (11) 
Since each point of (J is on() lines of .1b and each point off (J on some line of .1 j is collinear 
with 1 + s points of (J, it follows that v = q()s/ (1 + s) + q + 8 = s() + q - S2 + S3 + 8. Solving for 
() we find 
() = s(s -l)(s + l)/(q - s -1). (12) 
As q ~ (1 + S)2 from (8), q - s -1 ~ (1 + s )s, and () ~ s -1. This proves 
(13) 
Setting () = s + 1, s, s - 1, respectively, in (12) and solving for q, yields q = 1 + S2, S (1 + s), 
(1 + S)2, respectively. Then (9) may be used to solve for 8 in each case, since v = 
1 + s + S2 + S3, and (7) may be used to determine b as stated in the theorem. 
In case (i), b = 0 and q = 1 + S2 force (J to be an ovoid of [f'. 
In case (ii), b = s - 1 and 8 = 1. Since () = sand [f' has order (s, s), the s - 1 points Xj E (J 
different from but collinear with a fixed point Xi of (J must all lie on the only line Mk of [f' 
through Xi and not tangent to t./. So there arise 1 + s lines M o, ... , M .. each incident with s 
points of (J, no two having a point of (J in common, and no point of Mi in (J being collinear 
with a point ~ in (J. Hence each point of Mi must be collinear with that point of Mi not in 
(J. It follows that Mo, ... , Ms all meet at a point X not in (J, which is evidently the unique 
point lying on two (or more) intersecting secants. 
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In case (iii), b = 2s. Since 8 = s -1 and [f' has order (s, s), the 2s points Xj E (J for which Xj 
is collinear with but distinct from a given point Xj in () must lie on two lines through Xj. From 
q =' (1 + S)2 it follows readily that () is the pointset of a grid. 
To complete the proof of Theorem IlL 1 we give several examples to show that each of 
the above cases does arise. 
EXAMPLES 1. Let [f be the GO 0(5, s) of order (s, S2) obtained from an elliptic 
quadric 0 in PG(5, s). Let P3 be a fixed PG(3, s) contained in PG(5, s). 
(i) If 0 n P 3 is an elliptic quadric (), let P l, ... ,P~ be f (~2) PG (4, s)s containing 0' 
and not containing an intersection of 0 and the polar line of P3 with respect to 0 
(i.e. p~ nO is not a cone). Then the linesets .:i h .. . , .:it of p! nO, ... , P~ nO, 
respectively, yield an example with 10'1 =' 1 + S2. 
(ii) If P3 n 0 is an ordinary cone (J' with vertex xo, then f (~2) PG(4, s)s containing ()' 
and intersecting 0 in a non-singular quadric yield an example with 0' = O"\{xo}, 
10'1=s(1+s). 
(iii) If P3 nO is an hyperbolic quadric 0, then f (~2) PG(4, s)s containing 0 will yield 
an example with 101 = (1 +S)2. 
EXAMPLES 2. Let P3 = PG(3, s) be embedded as a fixed hyperplane of P4 =' PG(4, s), 
and let a be an ovoid in P3 • (The known examples are the elliptic quadrics, and the Tits 
ovoids in case s = 22h + t with h ~ 1.) Then Tits (d. [1]) has given the following construction 
of a GO T(a) of order (s, S2). Points of T(a) are of three kinds: (i) points of P4\P3 ; (ii) 
hyperplanes PG(3, s) which meet P3 in a tangent plane to a; and (iii) a symbol (00). Lines 
of T(a) are of two kinds: (a) lines of P4 which meet P4 in a point of a: (b) points of a. 
Incidence between points of type (i) and lines of type (a) is just that of P4 , and no point of 
type (i) is incident with any line of type (b). A point P~ of type (ii) is incident with those lines 
of type (a) contained in P~ and with the unique line of type (b) contained in P~. The point 
(00) is incident with all lines of type (b) and no line of type (a). 
(i) q=1+S2. 
Let L be a line of P3 containing no point of a. Let '1r be a plane of P4 meeting P3 in L. 
Let 7Tt. ••• , 7Tt (2 "" f "" s -1) be distinct planes of P3 containing L and meeting n in 
an oval. Put P~ = 7T V 7Tj. Let 0 = (7T\P3 ) u {(oo)}. Then .:i j is to be the set of lines of 
P~ meeting P3 in a point of 7Tj n a together with the points of 7Tj n a considered as 
lines of type (b) of T(a). Here 8 = s + 1 and 0 is an ovoid in the subquadrangle 
whose lineset is .:i j • 
(ii) q·=s(1+s). 
(a) Let 7T be a plane of P3 meeting a in an oval a'. Let 0 be the s(1 + s) points of 
type (ii) of T(a) that are incident with the 1 + s elements of a' considered as 
lines of type (b) of T(a). Let P~, ... ,P~ be distinct PG(3, s)s meeting P3 in 7T, 
2"" f "" s. Then .:i j is the set of lines of P~ meeting P3 in a point of a'. 
(b) Let L be a line of P3 which is tangent to a at the point x. Let 7T be a plane of P4 
meeting P3 in L. Let 7Tt. ••• , 7Tt be distinct planes of P3 containing Land 
meeting a in an oval, 2 "" f "" s, and put P~ = 7T V 7Tj. There is one point P~ of 
type (ii) containing the plane 7T. Set 0 = (7T \P3 ) u {points of type (ii) distinct 
from pf and incident with the point x considered as a line of T(a)} u {(oo)}. 
Then .:i j is the set of lines of P~ not contained in 7T and meeting P3 in a point of 
7Tj n a, together with the points of (7Tj n a)\{x} considered as lines of T(a). 
(iii) q=(1+S)2. 
Let L be a line of P3 containing two points of a. Let 7Tt, ••• , 7Tt be distinct planes of 
P3 containing L, 2"" f "" s + 1, so necessarily 7Tj meets a in an oval aj • Let Xo be a 
fixed point of P4\P3, and put P~=<Xo,7Tj). So P~nP~=(xo,L) if i"i'j. Put 
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(J = «xo, L)\L) U {Coo)} U {P; Ip; is a hyperplane of P4 meeting P3 in a plane tangent 
to il at one of the two points of L n il}.Then..1i is the set of lines of P~ meeting P3 in 
a point of ili but not contained in 7r = (xo, L), together with the points of ili \L 
considered as lines of T (il). 
This completes the proof of Theorem III.1. 
REMARK. Suppose thatf = 4 in Example 2(i). Put..1: =..11 U ..1 2,..1; =..13 U ..1 4, and let (J 
be the same as in that example. Then we have an example with q'-l- b = S2 = t in which 
each set ..1: of tangents is a union of linesets of subquadrangles of order (s, s) containing (J, 
and (J' = 2(1 + s). For f = lk ~ s -1 it is easy to see how to generalize this example so as to 
obtain (J'=k(l+s). 
There is a kind of converse of the preceding theorem which is obtained as an application 
of the theory (1)-(6): In a situation sufficiently similar to one of the cases (i), (ii), (iii) 
considered above, a GO Y' of order (s, s) must arise in the manner hypothesized in Theorem 
111.1. We make this precise as follows. 
Let (J and..1 b ... ,..1r be given with A1, A2, A3 satisfied, assuming as always that I(JI;;;,; 2 
and s > 1, t > 1. 
(i)' Suppose (J consists of pairwise non-collinear points, so b = O. Then I(JI = q ~ 1 + t by 
(6). Suppose I(JI = 1 + S2, implying t = S2. For each L E..1 j and each z on L, z e (J, 
suppose that z is on at most (or at least) s + 1 lines of ..1 j , so that in fact z is on exactly 
1 +s linesof..1 j . The number of points on lines of ..1 j is v' = (S2+ l)(Js/(s + 1)+s2+ 1, 
so that s + 1 divides (J. Fix a line L E ..1 j and consider all lines of ..1 j concurrent with L. 
Counting points on these lines we have S3 + (Js + 1, which equals v' iff (J = s + 1. If 
(J = s + 1, then v' = (1 + s )(1 + S2) and each of the v' points is incident with 1 + s lines 
of ..1j• It follows that there is a subquadrangle Y' of order (s, s) whose lines are just 
those of ..1 j • If (J = k(s + 1) with k > 1, it is tempting to conjecture that..1 j must be the 
union of linesets of k subquadrangles having (J as an ovoid, as is the case in the 
Remark above. 
(ii)' Suppose (J consists of those points different from a point x incident with r lines 
Lb . .. ,Lr concurrent at x. From (6) it follows that r ~ 1 + t/ s. Now suppose 
r = 1 + t/ s = 1 + s. Fix a line L E ..1 j • For each point z on L, z e (J, z is collinear with 
exactly 1 + s points of (J on 1 + s lines of ..1 j • The number of points on lines of ..1 j 
together with x is v'=1+s(s+1)+s(s+1)(Js/(s+1)=1+s+s2+(Js2. And the 
number of points on lines of ..1 j concurrent with L, together with the points on the 
line Li meeting L, is 1 + s + (Js + S3, which must be at most v'. Then 1 + s + (Js + S3 ~ 
1 + s + S2 + (JS2 implies s ~ (J. If (J = s, there arises a subquadrangle Y' of order (s, s). 
(iii)' Let Lb ... ,Lm (resp., Mb ... ,M,,), 2 ~ m, n, be pairwise non-concurrent lines 
with Li -~, 1 ~ i ~ m, 1 ~ j "" n. Suppose (J consists of the q = mn points at which 
an Li meets an M j • Then (6) implies (m -l)(n -1) ~ t. Suppose that m = n = s + 1, 
implying t = S2 and q = (1 + S)2. Fix a line L E ..1 j • For each point z on L, z e (J, z is 
collinear with 1 + s points of (J. The number of points on lines of ..1 j is v' = 
(1 + s )2(JS/ (1 + s) + (1 + S)2 = (1 + s )(1 + s + (Js). And the number of points on lines 
of ..1 j concurrent with L, together with points of (J on lines concurrent with L, is 
1 + 2s + (Js + S3. As this number cannot exceed v', it follows that s -1 ~ (J. If 
(J = s -1, there arises a subquadrangle .y' of order (s, s). 
IV. SPAN-SYMMETRIC GO 
Let Y = (g>, 2, 1) be a GO of order (s, t), 1 < s, 1 < t. Suppose Y has a regular pair 
(Lo, L 1 ) of non-concurrent lines, and write sp(Lo, L 1) = {Lo, Lb ... ,Ls }, tr(Lo, L 1) = 
{Mo, Mb ... ,Ms}. Let Si be the group of symmetries about L i, 0 ~ i ~ s, and suppose that 
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at least two, and hence al1 , of the SiS have order s (if 0 E So sends Ll onto Lj, j ¥- 0, then 
0-1 SIO is Sj). It fol1ows that each L; is an axis of symmetry, and hence regular, and we say 
that::l is span-symmetric with base span sp(Lo, Ll)' Here s :s; t, and in [9] it was shown that 
if s = t then::l= 0(4, s) (the GQ arising from a non-singular quadric in PG(4, s)). 
Put G = (So, ... , Ss) = (S;, Sj) for O:S; i, j:s; s, i ¥- j. Using [7,11.2] it is routine to verify the 
fol1owing result. 
THEOREM IV.l. If e¥-O E G, then the substructure::le = (gi>e, 5£6, Ie) of elements fixed by 
o must be given by one of the following: 
(i) gi>e = 0 and 5£e is a set of pairwise non-concurrent lines (containing tr(Lo, Ll))' 
(ii) There is a line L E sp(Lo, L 1) for which gi>e is the set of points incident with Land 
M -Lfor each M E5£e. 
(iii) 5£e consists of tr(Lo, L 1) together with a subset 5£' of sp(Lo, Ll)' gi>e consists of those 
points incident with lines of 5£'. 
(iv) ::Ie is a subquadrangle of order (s, t') with s:S; t' < t. This forces t' = sand t = S2. 
This article grew out of an attempt to prove the next result in case s < t. 
THEOREM IV.2. If t < S2 (so 1 < S :s; t < S2), then G acts regularly on the set n of 
s(s + l)(t -1) points of gi> not incident with any line of sp(Lo, Ll)' 
That G acts semiregularly on n is an immediate consequence of Theorem IV.l. That G 
is transitive on n is an easy consequence of Theorem ILL For suppose G is not transitive 
on n. Put (J = gi>\n. It is easy to check that conditions (i)-(v) of Theorem 11.1 are satisfied, 
with I(JI = (1 + S)2, b = 2s. Hence (6) implies S2:s; t, contradicting the hypothesis of the 
theorem. 
THEOREM IV.3. Put s1 = No(S;), O:S; i:s; s. Then the following hold. 
(i) S1 = GL " 0 :s; i :s; s. 
(ii) IS11 = set -1),0:S; i:s; s. 
(iii) IS1 nSfl = t-l, O:S;i,j:S;s, i ¥- j. 
(iv) If xILi' yILj, x and y non-collinear points of(J, O:s; i, j:s; s, i ¥- j, then s1 n Sf is regular 
on tr(x, y)\(J. 
(v) Each centric triad of points of (J has at least (t -l)/(s -1) centers. 
(vi) If i, j, k are distinct, O:S; i, j, k:s; s, and m = Is1 n s1 n st I, then m;3 (t -l)/(s -1). 
PROOF. It is easy to check that No (Si) = GL ,. Since G has sp(Lo, L 1 ) as one line orbit, it 
follows that [G: S1] = 1 + s, implying Is11 = set -1). But s1 is transitive on sp(Lo, L1)\{L;}, 
so [s1 : S1 nSf] = s, implying Is1 nSf 1 = t -1, i ¥- j, from which (iv) follows. If i, j, k are 
distinct and (Xi, Xj, Xk) is a centric triad with x;lLi, x/Lj, xdLk, then m = Is1 nSf n st 1 is 
easily seen to be the number of centers of (Xi, Xj, Xk). 
Moreover, (t - 1) / m is the size of the s1 n Sf -orbit containing L k • As (t - 1) / m :s; s - 1, 
we have m ;3 (t -l)/(s -1). 
CONJECTURE. For 2 < s < t < S2 there is no span-symmetric GQ of order (s, t). 
V. AN ApPLICATION TO MOUFANG GO 
A GO::l with a given point p is said to satisfy the Moufang condition (M)p provided the 
fol1owing holds: If A and B are any two lines through p and X is any point of A, X ¥- p, then 
the group of collineations of [f' fixing p linewise and both A and B pointwise is transitive on 
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the lines (~A) through x. The dual condition for a line L is denoted (Nf)L. If Y satisfies 
(M)L for all lines L through p, Y is said to satisfy (M)p (d. [12]). A condition somewhat 
weaker than (M)p is really the interesting one in this section, however. Y is said to satisfy 
(M)p provided that for each line L through p, each point x on L, x ~ p, the group Sx of 
collineations of Y fixing L pointwise and p and x linewise is transitive on the points of each 
line (~L) through p or x. 
If Y satisfies (M)p and (M)L for all points p and lines L, Y is said to be a Moufang 00. 
Bya celebrated theorem of J. Tits [16] any finite Moufang 00 must be one ot the classical 
examples. His proof uses deep results on algebras, and there is some interest in both 
simplifying the proof and in weakening the hypotheses. This was the motivation for [12]. In 
particular, [12, Theorem 6.12] represented considerable progress in this direction. The 
goal of the present section is to show that for 1 < s",; t [12, Theorem 6.12, case (iv)] does 
not arise. 
For the remainder of this section let Y = ({i}l, .:£, I) be a 00 of order (s, t), 1 < s ",; t, with a 
point p for which sp(p, x) = {p, x} for all x E {i}l\p.L. 
THEOREM V.1 
(i) If y - p, y ~ p, and () is a non-identity whorl about both p and y, then all points fixed by 
() lie on the line py and all lines fixed by () meet py. 
(ii) If () is a non-identity whorl about p, then () fixes at most one point of rJ>\p .L . 
(iii) The set of elations about p is a group. 
PROOF. Both (i) and (ii) are immediate consequences of Theorem 11.3 of [7]. For (iii), let 
x E rJ>\p.L, and let 0 be any group of whorls aboutp. If IOxl > 1, then 0 is a Frobenius group 
on x
G (d. [4]). So the kernel of 0 acts regularly on x G , and if 0 is generated by elations 
about p then 0 itself must be regular on x G, i.e. each element of 0 is an elation. 
Now let La, ... ,Lr be r + 1 (;;;. 3) lines through p. For each i = 0, ... , r and each point 
y (~ p) on L j , suppose that the group Opy of collineations that are whorls about both p and y 
is transitive on the points (~ y) of any line (~Lj) through y( ~IOpY I = s ~ Opy is transitive 
on the points (~p) of Lj(j ~ i)). Let 0 be the group generated by the Opy for all y( ~ p) on 
the Ljs, 0",; i ",; r. Then 0 is a group of whorls about p generated by elations about p and 
hence is semiregular on rJ>\p.L. Suppose 0 is not transitive on {i}l\p.L. Let (J be the points 
(~p) of La, ... ,Lr and n =rJ>\p .L . Then by Theorem 11.1 we must have q =s(l+r)",; 
1 + t + (s -1), hence r"'; t/ s. In other words, if r> t/ s then 0 must be transitive and thus 
regular on {i}l\p.L. Moreover (d. [12, 5.4]), 0 is the set of all elations about p. As an 
immediate corollary we have the following. 
THEOREM V.2. If in addition to the hypotheses of this section Yalso satisfies (M)p, then 
y (p) is an EOO (cf. [12]) whose elation group Op is the set of all elations about p. And the 
group 0 of all whorls about p is either a Frobenius group on {i}l\p.L or equal to Op. 
We come now to the final goal of this section. 
THEOREM V.3. There is no generalized quadrangle Y = ({i}l,.:£, I) of order (s, t), 1 < s"'; t, 
with a point p for which the following hold: 
(i) Isp(p, x)1 = 2 whenever x E rJ>\p.L. 
(ii) Isp(L, M)I = 2 if pIL and L f- M. 
(iii) Y satisfies (M)p' 
(iv) S satisfies (M)p' 
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PROOF. Let G and Gp be as in Theorem V.2. We proceed in steps. 
Step 1. Let fJ be simultaneously a whorl about p and a whorl about some line L incident 
with p. Then fJ E Gp and also fJ is an elation about L. 
PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of [7,11.3] and does not use the hypotheses 
of the theorem. 
Step 2. Let fJ E Gp fix some point y (yf p), y - p. Then fJ is a whorl about the line py. If, 
moreover, fJ fixes some line M through y, pIM, then fJ is a whorl about y. 
PROOF. First suppose that fJ fixes some line M, pIMIy. Since Gp is the set of all elations 
about p, it follows that if y yf zIM, fJ must coincide with the unique collineation given by 
(~f)p that maps z to z e. Hence fJ must be a whorl about y. Next suppose that Me yf M for 
some line M incident with y. Use (M)p to obtain a 4> in Gp which is a whorl about py and 
maps Me to M. Hence fJ4> E Gp is a whorl about py. Hence fJ is a whorl about py and the 
proof is complete. 
Let Lo, ... , L, be the lines through p, and let x be a fixed point of [1jJ\p1-. Then each point 
y of [1jJ\p1- may be identified with that element g of Gp for which y = x g • If Mj is the line 
through x meeting L j at Zj, then put Sj = {g E GplMf = M j} and st = {g E Gplzf = zJ, 
0:;;; i:;;; t. It follows that g; = {So, ... , S,} is a 4-gonal family for Gp in the sense of [10], i.e. 
IGpl = s2 t, ISd = s, st = st, SjSj n Sk = {e} and st n Sj = {e} if i, j, k are distinct, and 
1st u sj 1= t. Lines of g not incident with pare cosets Sjg, (g E Sp, 0:;;; i:;;; t); the line L j is 
denoted [SJ; the points ( ~ p) of L j are the co sets st g, g E Gp • The elements of Gp may then 
be represented as acting as elations about p simply as right multiplications. For example, if 
g ESt, then stg = st, i.e. g fixes the "point" S1. Hence by Step 2 g must fix each point 
Sth, i.e. (Sth)g = Sth for all hE Gpo This proves the following. 
Step 3. st <::J Gp , 0:;;; i:;;; t. 
Recall from [10] that S;' = Sj u {g E GplSjg n Sj = 0 for all j =0, 1, ... , t}. 
Step 4. st = NOp(Sj). 
PROOF. For each g E Sj, g fixes the "line" Sj through the "point" st. Hence by Step 2 g 
must be a whorl about st, implying (Sjh)g = Sjh for all h ESt, implying that st ~ Nop (SJ. 
Conversely, suppose ge S1. So Sjg contains a Uj E Sj for some j (yf i), say Ujg = Uj for some 
Uj E Sj. Suppose g E NOp(Sj). Then Ujg = Uj E NOp(Sj). So let U be any element of Sj. 
(SjUj)u = SjUb since U E Sj = U i 1 SjUj. Since U fixes the line SjUj through Stub by Step 2 it 
must be a whorl about st Uj. Hence each element of Sjfixes each line meeting anyone of p, 
st, Stub and it follows that the lines Sj, SjUb and [SJ are all concurrent with [Sj] and with 
the s images of Sj under the action of Sj. This says that Isp([Sj], SJI > 2, and contradicts 
hypothesis (ii) of the theorem. So ge NoJSj) and the proof is complete. 
Step 5. Each element of S~ n sf commutes with each element of (So, S1). 
PROOF. As So <::J S~, S~ nSf <::J S~, So n (S~ nSf) = {e}, and ISol = s, Is~ n sf I = t, 
IS~ 1= st, it follows that S~ = So X (S~ nSf). Hence each element of So commutes with 
each element of S~ nSf, and the desired conclusion follows readily. 
Step 6. (So, S1) = SOS1 with order S2. 
PROOF. Gp = So . sf = SOS1(S~ n Sf) ~ (So, S1)(S~ nSf), so s2 t = I(So, S1)lt/IHI, 
where H = (So, S1) n (S~ nSf). Hence I(So, S1)1 = s21HI.1t follows that each element of H 
commutes with each element of (So, S 1) and with each element of S~ nSf, and hence with 
each element of G p • But then H~Z(Gp)~nNop(Sj)=njst ={e}, where this last 
equality holds since any non-identity element of njst would be a symmetry about p and 
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force a contradiction of hypothesis (i) of the theorem. So H = {e}, implying I(So, S1)1 = S2 
and (So, Sl) = SOS1. It now follows immediately that SOS1 <l Gp , so that each conjugate of 
So in Gp is contained in SOS1. Similarly, So <l S~ <l Gp , so each conjugate of So is 
contained in S~. But then SOS1 n S~ = So is readily verified, forcing So<l Gp • This 
contradicts Step 4 and finishes the proof of the theorem. 
It is clear that Theorem V.3 has as an immediate corollary the fact that [12, Theorem 
6.12, case (iv)] cannot arise. 
VI. A COROLLARY FOR TGO. 
Let g = (~, .2, 1) be a GO of order (s, t), 1 < s, 1 < t, with a point p for which g(p) is a 
TGO with translation group G (d. [12]). Let Lb . .. ,Lr be any r(r ~ 3) lines through p, 
and let G' be the subgroup of G generated by the symmetries about each of Lb ... , L r• 
Suppose G' is in fact a proper subgroup of G, i.e. G' is not transitive on ~\p.L. Then let (J be 
the set of points different from p but incident with Lb . .. ,L" and let n = ~\p.L.1t follows 
readily that G', (J, n satisfy the conditions of Theorem 11.1 with b = s -1 and I(JI = rs. 
Hence r ~ 1 + t/ s, and we have proved the following. 
THEOREM Vl.l. If g(p) is a TGO of order (s, t), 1 < s, 1 < t, with translation group G, 
and if r > 1 + t/ s, then G is generated by the symmetries about any r lines through p. 
The above argument actually shows that if r> 1 + t/ s and some r lines Lb ... , Lr 
through a point p are all axes of symmetry, then the group G generated by symmetries 
about Lb ... , Lr is transitive on ~\p.L if it is in fact a group of elations. We cannot prove 
this, but are inclined to make the following even stronger conjecture, which was proved in 
[10] for the case s = t. 
CONJECTURE. If r> 1 + t/ s and if r lines through p are axes of symmetry, then glp) is a 
TGO. 
Note added in proof. The conjecture in Section IV was recently proved by W. M. Kanter 
(personal communication). 
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